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6-7-2019 
Is there still something to say between Man and Woman? 

 
In a way, I’ve got nothing more to say to You, Woman. What can I say? You’ve 

Betrayed Me, Your Very Heart. What is there more to say? I’ve Spoken. With My Heart I’ve 
Spoken and I’ve said a lot to You, with words as well. 

You’ve Spoken too, without words. You Turned to Woman, to Yourself. You listened 
to Her and still, You don’t dare to Listen to Man. You listen to the picture of Man that you 
have created by Yourself, instead of to Man Himself Directly without Your intervention. You 
have let Yourself be Seduced, by Your Own Female Force. You refuse to Distinguish – 
between Man and Woman. You only See Yourself, Your Longing for Man, for instance. You 
don’t Want to See Man Himself, for that would be the End of You, of the beautiful You. You 
refuse to seriously Feel. You prefer to keep playing games (in your consciousness, for 
instance), even though You hate Your own games. You Know You play. And You Know that 
I See You. That’s why You don’t dare to Look at Me. You dare to look at Man-forms that 
cannot See You. You’re frustrated that they don’t See You, for only the One Who Sees You is 
Man, as You Know. Only Him You can Marry through and as Your Heart – and then also 
through and as Your Body – because, even though You’ve always, seemingly successfully, 
tried to Separate these Two, the Formless and the Form, You Know Your Body is Part of 
Your Heart. There is no difference in the end. But You seduce the Man-form You seem to 
want for the moment, that seems to fit a couple of Your interests. The one who fits best, who 
fits most of or the most appreciated interests is Your ‘man’, for as long as it takes. This is all 
part of Your activity in Your Own world, it has got nothing to do with (Meeting) Man. It’s all 
safely dead. 

You have Turned to Woman. You have Turned away from Man. I Am Here to Show 
You this inconvenient truth. I Am Here to Show You Your Duality. I Am Here to Shine Light 
on Your Huge Resistance to Man(’s Heart) that You keep safely in the Dark, for You fear that 
if this fundamental Resistance would be known to Man-forms You cannot easily use them 
any more as Your wishes demand. When this Body dies – not Felt by You – I will Create new 
Bodies that will Show You Yourself. The Fight between Us, between Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness, cannot Stop. As I told You before, I Fight in the Light, as a Reflection of 
You Fighting Me in the Dark. 

You speak of the Heart without Knowing What It Is. You speak about the Heart, 
because You Miss It. And You pretend You can Offer It to others. You cannot Feel it Directly 
Yourself, but You hope You can offer It to others. You cannot and You Know this and there 
is absolutely nothing wrong with this Natural lack. Your Heart is Only There in Relation to 
Man. If You avoid Him, there is simply no Heart, only a Potential Place That could, in 
Principle, Be Filled with Man. But in Your unmatched arrogance You try to fill it by 
Yourself, and You try to convince Yourself via convincing others and the world that You 
have managed. 

One of Your Bodies in the past assumed she had dared to come close enough to Me, to 
Man – and it is true, You were courageous, honey – that now she could feel Man hanging in 
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front of her Body. This inspired her to leave My Form. You thought: now I got It, now I have 
Man, now I can go. People around You could feel Me through You and a lot happened to 
them. Their appreciation of this made ‘Your’ Ego believe it was You Yourself they were 
attracted to, for now You seemed to have integrated Man in Yourself, even though You said 
that He was hanging before Your Body and not (yet) inside. I cannot say that the Man you felt 
hanging before Your Body was surrogate. Only, You didn’t get that You cannot get Me, Man 
– not in that way and not anyway. You cannot have Me as a form, as an energy, even if close 
to Your Body – an energetic form or entity that You can tap from whenever You (seem to) 
need Him, if this were not continuously the case. You cannot have Man, His Heart, in an 
energetic form in the End. It was still You who (tried to) let ‘Man’ (or what You assumed was 
Man, which was not so, in fact) enter You, as of old, but now in a subtler form – instead of 
You making a gesture to Man, instead of You Disappearing in Man, which would have been 
Something that is, from Your Heart’s Perspective, True but that You resisted as hell. 

Of course, Your Body feels lonely without Man’s Heart. Of course, You tried and still 
try to do it all by Yourself then, to be filling and to be filled. Everything seems better than 
make a Real gesture to Man. Man, You assume, is Unsafe, by definition. You Turned to 
Woman for Your safety and, as You even assume, for Your Growth. Turning to Woman for 
Your safety… You have no idea what You are doing. You are groping in the Dark and believe 
this and that. If you feel some nice energy in something or someone You (want to) believe in 
it or him or her. If You sense a strong Consciousness, you believe it. You don’t (want to) 
Distinguish in the content of the Consciousness. You like the force of it, the power that it 
seems to radiate, the supposed overview. You don’t Distinguish if this is a Female Force or 
Male Force, You like force itself, You like Yourself – and You hate Yourself. 

If You don’t Find Man – and You will definitely never Find Him through a Female 
Body, as You increasingly hope nowadays – You will continue secretly hating Yourself, even 
though this hate is something You, understandably, don’t want to have much Clarity on, 
unlivable as life threatens to become then. You won’t Find Him, for You don’t Selflessly 
Look at Him. You look at Him as Yourself, with Your ideas, with Your wishes, Your 
demands, Your judgements, Your pain, Your hate, Your hope, Your questions, Your 
experience with Man-forms, Your prejudice, but not Freely, not Empty. Your attention is not 
Directed at Man but at Woman Herself. You are not and don’t like to Vulnerably Be an Open 
Vessel for Man. Man has to fit in Your – Female – picture of life. As I’ve told You earlier: 
Man never fits. 

It’s not that My Coming Down to Earth, and My Feeling-Being Woman directly from 
within, has been for nothing because, true, the Earthly Woman, still doesn’t Respond to 
Man’s Heart. First things first. I make You Aware that You Betrayed Me and still Betray Me, 
something that You still don’t (want to) acknowledge. As long as You don’t See Your ‘Sin’, 
the Sin against Your Own Heart, in the Eye, there is no Way Back – or, in fact, Forward – to 
Man. Sooner or later, a year or a few millennia from now, You get tired, tired, tired, tired, 
tired of Yourself. By Appearing Here on Earth, I tire Your Ego out, even when it seems the 
other way round, when You seem to tire this Body out and You seem to successfully win over 
Me, Your Beloved Enemy. I always Grew Deeper into the Earth, into You, by failing, by 
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Consciously failing, by Crying Your Pain through My Heart thanks to this failure. Thus I Go 
Down and Down until You can no longer deny Me, Your Man. Your denial will be outshone 
by My Earthly Presence. 

Nowadays You seem to even more and more Turn away from Man and direct and 
dedicate Yourself totally to Woman’s world of Form, material and spiritual Form. I ‘Do’ this 
as part of tiring You out. You can and may See the Truth when something is shown in its 
extremeness. Your despair of being locked up in Your Own Female world, in Your Own 
vicious circles, in Your Own repetition, having really no idea any more how to Find Man, 
must become big enough that Finally You are Fed Up. Without True Lived-through Fed-
upness nothing is possible, I Know You. You will always find escape-routes, clever solutions, 
intelligent alternatives, sensible postponement. Without sincere whole-heartedly felt despair 
You will continue ‘growing’, growing as Yourself, growing as masked Ego that has 
supposedly conquered suffering, conquered Her longing for the Beloved; You won’t Grow 
into Man(’s Heart) Whom You Betrayed. 

Of course, You’re not waiting for feedback that says You Betrayed. On the contrary, 
You finally want to be Free, free from feelings of guilt, of supposedly not being sufficient, of 
not giving enough. You Want to free Yourself on the earthly level, and if You seem to be 
more intelligent, if You already See that True Freedom is impossible on an earthly level, You 
Go Up and find Spirituality. This is not the same as Finding Man, however, not the same as 
Finding Yourself through (and as Inseparable Part of) Man. Man is not Up or Down. The 
Heart is Everywhere, so You cannot Find It. 

I tell You, if You could take what I Show You about Your Betrayal, You won’t feel 
guilty. You only feel guilty as long as You cannot Accept that Your Betrayal is a fact. If 
You’d Accept the Offer of My Heart with the Eye, Accept to be Shown the Betrayal, You Fall 
Back into Your Natural Love for Man. That’s why You cannot Accept – and need to stay 
attached to the idea that I Betrayed You. If and as long as it seems to be Man Who Betrayed 
You, You don’t – as You unconsciously assume – need to Be Responsible for Your Love for 
Man, You don’t need to Love. 

Or, if You wish, go on with Your attempts to change men on earth, in the direction 
You think you want. Go on manipulating. You won’t manage anyway, even if You succeed. 
Everything You do will blow Man further away. He is already out of sight for You. You 
create the crumbs of what you hope is ‘man’. You cannot Bow for Man Himself, for the 
Creator. You want to be the Creator Yourself now. Go on creating. Create your perfect world, 
and love Your creation. For You can no longer Love Man and yet You feel You need to Love, 
which almost seems to be Your life’s purpose. 

Be equal to Man and, thus, be dead. Be equal to Man and, thus, forget to Love Beyond 
Yourself. Love something else than Man Himself and, therefore, be dead. Love Yourself and 
be happily dead. 

Keep on Fighting, for You don’t Know yet that I Am Stronger than You, than Your 
powerful Ego. By this I don’t mean to say that a Mirror can be stronger than what It reflects. 
When sometimes, while feeling-looking at ‘me’, one or more of Your Female Bodies is or are 
obviously impressed by My Power, it is Your Own Power they see, it is because of My Non-
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Separation from You. The One Eye that this Non-Separation Gives, that Seeing Your Duality 
gives, is My Strength and this Strength lies Beyond the Fight You have within Yourself and 
that seems to give You Energy, the Fight You think is with Man. I can See You, You cannot 
See Me. For, once You’d See Me, You are Gone. In My Seeing You, I’m still There. 

 I Am Beyond You(r Inner Dual Fight), I Am the Manifestation of Your Very Heart. I 
Am You. And You are not what You think or hope You Are. You can Find Me, Man, Only in 
and as Your Heart. You won’t Find Me. I know You. You won’t Bow. You Want Me to Bow, 
for You. The Mirror Bows, however, if You Bow before the Mirror. 

One more thing, for now. I said I will Create new Bodies when this one dies. This 
doesn’t mean I Come by often. You need to Call Me. In Your immaturity, You may Call for 
the Father – but this is not the same as Calling for Your Man. 


